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Abstract: Given a set of spatial credibility DS, anniversary of which is associated with absolute information, e.g., 

restaurant, pub, etc., the optimal avenue concern finds the beeline aisle that starts from the concern, and covers a 

user-specified set of categories. The user may as well specify fractional adjustment constraints amid altered 

categories, e.g., a restaurant have to be visited afore a pub. Previous plan has focused on a appropriate case area the 

concern contains the absolute adjustment of all categories to be visited. In addition, we altercate how the 

proposed methods can be acclimatized to acknowledgment an alternative of the optimal avenue queries, in 

which the route only needs to awning a subset of the accustomed categories. Extensive experiments, application 

both absolute and constructed abstracts sets, affirm that the proposed solutions are able and practical, and beat 

absolute methods by ample margins. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Consider a day-tripper who will accept a charge 

fewer days to travel around Hong Kong. Without 

abundant ability about the city, she/he searches online 

maps to plan for a trip. Usually, she/he has a 

anchored starting point, e.g., her/his hotel, and 

assertive objectives in mind, such as visiting a 

museum, dining at a accomplished restaurant, and 

adequate a few drinks at a bounded pub. Meanwhile, 

some destinations may need to be visited in a 

assertive order. For instance, the trip should accept 

a pub afterwards a restaurant. The ideal avenue 

should cover all the destinations, amuse all adjustment 

constraints, and minimize the absolute biking length. 

Searching for such a route is captured by the optimal 

avenue concern which usually has a all- inclusive seek 

space, and, consequently, is too tedious to be done 

manually. Currently, above online map providers 

accept already apparent absorption in accoutrement 

that assist such cruise planning tasks. For example, 

Google City-limits Tours        

(citytours.googlelabs.com)        provides appropriate 

tours for a given starting address. However, these 

tours are predefined, and cannot be customized 

according to the user plans. 

Beast biking (travel.yahoo.com) has a agnate 

service that allows users to seek and allotment trips, 

which, unfortunately, cannot acknowledgment 

optimal avenue queries either Fig. 1 illustrates an 

archetype optimal avenue concern on a data set DS 

with six locations p1-p6. Each area is associated with 

one class Cp, e.g., p1; p2 are museums p3 and p4 are 

pubs; and p5 and p6 are restaurants. (If a location 

belongs to assorted categories, e.g., a restaurant and 

pub, we conceptually breach it into assorted credibility 

with identical coordinates, anniversary associated to 

an individual category.) The concern contains two 

parameters: a starting point q and a directed acyclic 

blueprint GQ alleged the appointment adjustment 

graph. Each vertex in GQ corresponds to a class and 

anniversary bend h C C0i indicates that a point of 

class C accepts to be visited before another of class 

C0. In our example, GQ signifies that a restaurant 

accept to be visited afore a pub. We chase a common 

acceptance that anniversary class appears at most once 

in GQ [4], [10], [13]. In addition, to represent the fact 

that q accept to be the aboriginal point in the route, we 

actualize an artificial class Cq absolute  a  individual  

point  q,  and  add  an  edge abutting Cq and every 

added acme in GQ without an in-edge. The after effect 

of the concern is the beeline avenue that visits all 

categories in GQ, while acceptable the appointment 

order constraints. In our example, such a avenue is q ! 

p1 ! p5 ! p3. In practice, the user may not accept 

acceptable time to appointment all the categories. In 

this situation, a reasonable compromise is to 

acquisition an avenue that covers a subset of l 
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categories from GQ, area l is a user-specified 

parameter. We alarm this alternative the size-l optimal 

avenue query. 

A Greedy algorithm [13] to acknowledgment the 

optimal route query aboriginal finds the abutting 

acquaintance of q that is accustomed to be visited 

appropriate afterwards q according to GQ. In the 

running example, Greedy chooses point p2 (note that 

p4 cannot be selected, back GQ requires that a pub is 

visited afterwards a restaurant). Then, Greedy adds 

p2 to the accepted route, and continues to compute the 

abutting acceptable point according to GQ to be added 

to the route, which is p5. Afterwards that, Greedy 

finds the abutting acceptable point afterwards p5, i.e., 

p3. Since all categories in GQ are visited, Greedy 

allotment the route q! p2! p5! p3. Observe that this is 

best than the optimal avenue q! p1 ! p5! p3. The 

acumen is that although p2 is afterpiece to q than p1, 

the closing leads to a beneath sub route that covers the 

actual categories. In fact, the optimal route concern is 

accurate to be NP-hard [13], and heuristics based 

algorithms such as Greedy cannot agreement 

optimality of the result. Previous plan on the optimal 

avenue query, e.g., [13], has mainly focused on an 

appropriate case area GQ defines a total order of 

categories to be visited. A negative access for the 

general case, area GQ is a fractional order, is to 

enumerate all total orders in GQ and action 

anniversary of them individually. As we explain in 

Section 2.1, this adjustment is inefficient as it incurs 

ample again work. Motivated by this, we propose 

several able solutions to the general- case optimal 

avenue query. Specifically, we investigate two 

methodologies: astern seek and advanced search. The 

former computes the optimal avenue from the endure 

point to the first, while the closing follows the first-to-

last adjustment of points. Furthermore, all proposed 

solutions extend by itself to size-l optimal avenue 

processing. Extensive experiments, using all-

embracing absolute and constructed abstracts sets, 

affirm that the proposed methods are able and practical. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Example of optimal route query 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1 The Multi-Rule Partial Sequenced Route 

Query: 

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) have been an 

active field of research during the past decade and 

many significant research results have been reported. 

In GIS systems, spatial data types are first-class 

citizens and much work has focused on efficiently 

answering spatial queries. Past research efforts have 

mostly concentrated on Nearest Neighbor (NN) as 

well as range queries and their variants. While these 

basic query types are fundamental for many 

applications, more complex spatial query types must be 

considered for advanced GIS systems. 

This study proposes a novel query type for spatial 

databases in support of travel-planning GIS 

applications. The objective is to assist users in the 

planning of trips that involve several destinations, 

possibly belonging to different POI categories. Based 

on a number of travelling rules (constraints) that are 

expressed as sub-sequences of locations, users aim to 

find the route with the relatively shortest travelling 

distance. 

 

2.2 The Optimal Sequenced Route Query: 

A nearest neighbor query is defined as finding the 

object(s) with the shortest distance(s) to a query point. 

Although this type of query is useful, but more often, a 

user intends to make a plan for a trip to several 

(possibly different types of) locations in some 

sequence, and is interested in finding the optimal 

route that minimizes her total travelling in distance or 

time. In this research proposed a NN queries named 

Optimal Sequenced Route (OSR) query in both vector 
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and metric spaces. OSR strives to find a route of 

minimum length starting from a given source location 

and passing through a number of typed locations in a 

specific sequence imposed on the types of the 

locations. First transform the OSR problem into a 

shortest path problem on a large planar graph. This 

shows that a classic shortest path algorithm such as 

Dijkstra‟s is impractical for most real-world 

scenarios. Therefore proposes LORD, a light threshold- 

based iterative algorithm that utilizes various 

thresholds to filter out the locations that cannot be in 

the optimal route. For vector spaces, This first propose 

a solution that is based on generating a weighted 

directed graph from the input road network, and 

then utilizing Dijkstra‟s algorithm to find the 

distances from a starting point to all possible end 

points on the generated graph. This solution becomes 

impractical when the generated graph is large, which 

is the case for most real-world problems. 

 

2.3 Efficient Continuously Moving Top-K Spatial 

Keyword Query Processing 

The Internet is increasingly being accessed by 

mobile users. This development is fuelled by 

advances in mobile devices, networks, and services. 

Taking a location and a set of keywords as arguments, 

such queries return relevant content that matches the 

arguments. However, all existing proposals assume a 

static query location at a snapshot. A tourist visiting 

New York City may activate a “lunch special 

vegetarian” query when lunch approaches to be 

alerted about nearby opportunities for lunch. 

Individuals looking for entertainment may issue a 

“happy hour free snacks” query in the late afternoon 

to be alerted about bars with happy hour deals with 

free snacks. 

Efficient processing of continuously moving top-k 

spatial keyword (MKSK) queries over spatial keyword 

data. State-of-the-art solutions for moving queries 

employ safe zones that guarantee the validity of 

reported results as long as the user remains within a 

zone. After that exploit tight and conservative 

approximations of safe zones and aggressive 

computational space pruning. 

 

2.4 Top-k Spatial Preference Queries 

Spatial database systems manage large collections of 

geographic entities, which apart from spatial attributes 

contain non-spatial information (e.g., name, size, type, 

price, etc.). Studies are being done as an interesting 

type of preference queries, which select the best 

spatial location with respect to the quality of facilities 

in its spatial neighborhood. Given a set D of interesting 

objects (e.g., candidate locations), a top-k spatial 

preference query retrieves the k objects in D with the 

highest scores. 

Despite the usefulness of the top-k spatial 

preference query, to our knowledge, it has not been 

studied in the past. A brute-force approach for 

evaluating it is to compute the scores of all objects in 

D and select the top-k ones. This method, however, is 

expected to be very expensive for large input datasets. 

Another popular object ranking application is 

document ranking based on the relevance of the 

keywords (terms) they contain to a user query (also 

expressed by a set of terms). This problem has been the 

primary research in information retrieval (IR) for 

over two decades. The ranking function in this 

problem is again an aggregation of the relevance of the 

query terms with the document, often enriched with 

some global ranking scores of the documents 

according to their popularity. 

 

3. EXISTING SYSTEM 

To represent a route there must be the first point in the 

route. Create an artificial category set Cq containing a 

single point q and add an edge connecting Cq and 

every other vertex in GQ without an in-edge. The 

result of the query is the shortest route that visits all 

categories in GQ, while satisfying the visit order 

constraints. In Figure 1.2 such a route is q  p1   p5   

p3. In practice, the user may not have sufficient time 

to visit all the categories. In this situation, a 

reasonable compromise is to find a route that covers a 

subset of l categories from GQ, where is a user-

specified parameter. 

A naive approach for the general case, where 

GQ is a partial order, is to enumerate all total orders in 

GQ and process each of them individually. The user 

may also specify partial order constraints between 

different categories, e.g., a restaurant must be visited 

before a pub. Previous work has focused on a special 

case where the query contains the total order of all 

categories to be visited. For the general scenario 

without such a total order, the only known solution 

reduces the problem to multiple ,total- order optimal 

route queries. As specified this naive approach incurs 
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a significant amount of repeated computations, and, 

thus, is not scalable to large data sets. 

 

3.1 DISADVANTAGES 

 Naive approach is inefficient as it incurs 

considerable repeated work. 

 Naive approach incurs a significant amount of 

repeated computations, and, thus, is not scalable to 

large data sets. 

 

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Greedy algorithm to answer the optimal route query 

first finds the nearest neighbour of q that is allowed 

to be visited right after q according to GQ .In figure 

1.2, Greedy chooses point p2 (note that p4 cannot be 

selected, since GQ requires that a pub is visited after a 

restaurant). Then Greedy adds p2 to the current route, 

and continues to compute the nearest allowable point 

according to GQ to be added to the route, which is 

p5. After that, Greedy finds the nearest allowable 

point after p5, i.e., p3. Since all categories in GQ are 

visited, Greedy returns the route. But Greedy algorithm 

is having a disadvantage that it will not provide a 

optimal path at all. 

This project proposes several efficient solutions 

to the general-case optimal route query. Specifically, 

this work is investigating two methodologies: 

backward search and forward search. The former 

computes the optimal route from the last point to the 

first, while the latter follows the first-to-last order of  

points. Furthermore, all proposed solutions that 

including Simple Forward Search , Batch forward 

search, Simple Backward Search ,Batch Backward 

Search extend naturally to size-l optimal route 

processing. 

 

4.1 ADVANATAGES 

 Extensive experiments, using large-scale real and 

synthetic data sets, confirm that the proposed 

methods are efficient and practical. 

 Optimal route queries, in which the route only 

needs to cover a subset of the given categories 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Architecture 

 

5. IMPLEMENTATION STEPS 

5.1 Answering Route Queries 

First methodology for answering optimal route 

queries. Similar to R-LORD the backward search 

methodology computes the optimal routes in reverse 

order of its points. Compute an upper bound θ of the 

optimal route length. θ is the maximum no of points 

that can be presented for querying the path. Then, 

Simple Backward Search (SBS) retrieves the set CS of 

candidate points that may be part of the optimal 

route, which are those that 

 Belong to any category contained in the visit order 

graph GQ. 

 Fall within distance θ to the query start point q 

This can be performed efficiently, e.g., by executing a 

circular range query on each R-tree that indexes a 

category of points relevant to the query. SBS obtains 

all points p1-p6.Note that this is different from R-

LORD which only loads points belonging to the last 

category of the total-ordered query in the initial step, 

e.g., pubs p3 and p4 as in figure 1.2. In out setting, 

there is neither a total order nor the concept of the last 

category. 
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5.2 Simple Backward Search Algorithm (SBS) 

Variables: 

Input: q, GQ: query start point and visit order graph 

respectively 

Output: the optimal route that satisfies the query Use a 

greedy algorithm to obtain a route rg Initialize threshold 

θ to length (rg) 

Retrieve the set CS of points within θ distance to 

q, whose categories appear in GQ Initialize route set R1 

to empty. 

For each point p in CS that can be the last point 

according to GQ do 

Add p to R1 

for i = 1 to m − 1 do 

call Ri+1 =BS Join (q, GQ, θ, Ri, CS) End for 

Select  from  Rm   sub-route  r  ∗  that  minimizes 

length(q → r ∗) 

End for 

Return q → r ∗ as the query result 

Backward Join 

 

Variables 

θ:  length  of  a  known  route  that  satisfies  the 

query(thresh hold) p: single point in the route 

Rv: partitioned category set V: category set 

P : a set of points R: 

new route 

r : sub routes 

Input: q, GQ: query start point and visit order graph 

respectively 

Output: backward join results of P and R 

BSJoin(q, GQ, θ, R, P) 

Initialize route set R ′ to empty 

Partition  R  based  on  the  set  of  categories  they 

cover 

for each point p ∈ P do 

for each partition RV  of R covering the same 

category set V do 

if connecting p with a route in RV satisfies 

GQ then 

find the route r ∈ RV that minimizes the 

length of p → r among all routes in RV 

End if End for 

if dist(q; p)+length(p → r) < θ then add p → r to R ′ 

End if End for Return R ′ 

 

 

 

5.3 Batch Backward Search (BBS) 

The batch backward search method improves SBS 

by employing batch processing in the backward join 

operations. Specifically, both the candidate set CS and 

the route set Ri(1 ≤ i ≤ m) are partitioned into clusters 

before participating in a backward join .The 

partitioning of CS first groups points by their 

category, and then for each group, the points are 

further partitioned into clusters based on their spatial 

proximity. The partitioning of route set Ri follows a 

similar strategy, by first grouping routes based on the 

categories they cover, and then clustering each group 

according to the locations of their start points. The 

clustering module in Batch Backward Search must be 

highly efficient, since it is called during query time. 

In this implementations tested two clustering 

algorithms, both of which employ the Hilbert curve . 

The first method, which can be called Average Gap 

(AG), sorts all points by their Hilbert values; then, for 

each pair of adjacent points, AG computes their gap 

(i.e., difference) in Hilbert values, and obtains the 

average value g of such gaps. After that, AG scans 

the sorted points again. When two adjacent points p 

and p0 have a gap smaller than g, AG places them 

in the same cluster; otherwise, AG creates a new 

cluster for p0 , and continues scanning. The second 

algorithm, called maximum area (MA), also sorts 

points by Hilbert values. Then, starting from the first 

point, MA keeps adding points to the current cluster cl 

in increasing order of their Hilbert values, until the 

MBR has an area exceeding a predefined threshold, at 

which point MA starts a new cluster. 

 

5.4 Batch Backward Search Algorithm (BBS)  

Variables 

R: Route CS: Candidates Set 

P: Pont r: sub route 

mindist (MBRP;MBRR) :minimum distance between 

any point in P and the start point of any route in R 

Input and Output: same as algorithm SBS 

BBS(q,GQ) 

Same as lines 1-6 in algorithm SBS 

Partition points in CS into clusters, such that points in 

the same cluster belong to the same 

Category, and are close to each other for i= 1 to m do 

Partition   the   sub-routes   in   Riinto clusters, such 

that sub-routes in the same cluster cover the same set 
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of categories, and that their start points are close to 

each other. 

Initialize set Ri+1 to empty 

for each cluster R ⊂Rido 

for each cluster P ⊂ CS that satisfies GQ 

do 

if mindist(q;MBRP ) + mindist(MBRP 

;MBRR) + minlen(R) < θ then 

Temporarily delete all routes r 

∈ R satisfying mindist(q;MBRP ) + 

mindist(MBRP ; r) + Length(r) ≥θ. 

Temporarily delete all points 

p ∈ P satisfying dist(q; P) + 11: Call R ′= 

mindist(P;MBRR) + minlen(R) ≥θ 

BS Join(q;GQ; θ;R; P) 

End if End for 

End for 

Restore  R  and  P  by  adding  back  all  deleted 

elements 

Merge R ′ into Ri+1 

Same as lines 8-9 in algorithm SBS End for 

 

6. FORWARD SEARCH APPROACH 

The forward search approach traverses the search 

space in a depth-first manner, and incrementally 

improves the bound θ  for optimal route length. As an 

additional benefit, forward search methods report 

results progressively, i.e., they first quickly produce 

one solution to the query, and then incrementally 

update it, until reaching the optimal one or being 

terminated by the user. Simple Forward Search (SFS) 

algorithm Greedy computes a route by repeatedly 

connecting the current location (starting from the query 

point q) to the nearest point belonging to an unvisited 

category permitted by GQ. The simple forward 

search method resembles Greedy in that it also extends 

the current path by adding the nearest point from an 

unvisited category. A major difference between the two 

is that SFS backtracks after it obtains a complete 

route. 

A naive implementation of forward search clearly 

takes  time exponential to the number of points in the 

data set. SFS avoids this by utilizing the suffix 

optimality property and incrementally building the 

optimal suffix table as in the backward search methods. 

SFS differs from the backward search solutions in that 

it fills optimal suffix table in a different order. 

 

6.1 Simple Forward Search Algorithm (SFS) 

Variables 

G   : sub-graph of GQ containing only unvisited 

categories Ω:optimal suffix table 

p,l  :  end  point  and  length  of  the  current  route, 

respectively C: category set 

θ   : length of a known route that satisfies the query 

V,V‟ :Category Sets. 

Cp :Category of „p‟ points 

Input: q: query start point 

Output:   optimal   route   starting   at   p,   and 

covering all categories in G 

Initializations of (q, GQ ) 

Same as lines 1-4 in algorithm SBS Initialize all 

elements of to Unknown 

Call SFS(q, GQ, q, 0, θ), and return its result as the 

query answer 

SFS(q, G, p, l, θ) 

Let V be the set of categories in GQ, category Cp be 

the category of p, and 

category set V ′ = V 

Construct new sub-graph GQ′ by removing Cp and 

all related edges from G 

if p ;V ≠ Unknown then return p;V 

if V contains a single category Cp then return single-

point route p 

Compute the distance from p to its  nearest  neighbor in 

each category C ∈V set.dmax to the maximum of  

these distances if dist(q, p)+dmax ≥θ then set p;V to 

Invalid, and return Invalid 

for each point p ′ ∈ CS in 

increasing   order   of   dist(p,   p   ′) 

do if  adding  p  ′  after  p  satisfies  G 

then End for 

Recursively call p ′ ;V ′=SFS(q, G ′, p ′, l+dist(p, p ′), θ) 

End if End if 

End if 

if length(p → p ′ ;V ′ ) < length( p;V ) then Set p ;V to p 

→ p ′ ;V ′ 

End if 

if length(p;V )+l< θ then update θ and CS 

End if 

  

6.2 BATCH FORWARD SEARCH [BFS] 

BFS follows the same depth-first search paradigm as 

SFS. However, instead of enumerating individual 

routes, BFS searches for sequences of clusters, which 

is called cluster paths. Specifically, in a preprocessing 
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step, BFS partitions the candidate set into clusters as in 

BBS, i.e., the points in each cluster belong to the same 

category, and are close to each other in space. It 

involves three clusters p1-p3, for museums p1-p2, pubs 

p3-p4 and restaurants p5-p6, respectively. In general, a 

category may have multiple clusters. Given a cluster 

path cp, Form a route by taking a point from each 

cluster, and connect them according to the order of 

their corresponding clusters in cp. Clearly, a cluster 

path satisfies GQ, if and onlyif all its instances satisfy 

GQ. The main idea of BFS is to enumerate all cluster 

paths that cover all query categories, while satisfying 

GQ; for each such cluster path cp, BFS applies 

backward search to select its shortest instance, and the 

best one among all these instances is returned as the 

query result. BFS computes the shortest instance of 

cp1 by backward join. 

 

6.3 Batch Forward Search Algorithm (BFS) 

Variables 

P: tail cluster of the current cluster-route 

R: set of shortest routes from q to each point in P, 

only includes routes 

With length shorter than θ 

Input:  q, G, θ same as in algorithm SFS 

Output: the set of all optimal routes that starts at a 

point in P, and covers all categories in G 

Initialization BFS (q, GQ) 

Same as lines 1-4 in algorithm SBS 

Initialize all elements to Unknown 

Partition points in CS into clusters, such that points in 

the same cluster belong to the same 

category, and are close to each other 

Call  BFS  (q,GQ,{q},{q},θ),  and  return  the  only 

route in its result set BFS(q,G,P,R) 

Let V be the set of categories in G, category CP be 

the category of all points in P,andsetV′=V 

Construct new sub-graph G ′ by removing Cp and 

all related edges from G 

if P;V ≠Unknown then 

return P;V 

End if 

if V contains a single category CP then 

return a set of routes, each containing a single point in 

p 

Compute the minimum distance from P to its 

nearest cluster of each category C ∈ V, 

set  dmax  to  the  maximum  value  of  these 

distances End if 

if mindist(q, MBRP )+dmax ≥ then set P;V 

to Invalid, and return Invalid 

for each cluster P ′ ∈ CS in increasing 

order of mindist(MBRP , MBRP ′ ) do 

if   adding  P  ′  to  the  current 

cluster route violates G then Continue 

Call R ′=FS Join(q, G, R, P′, θ) 

Recursively call P ′ V ′ = BFS(q, G ′, P ′, R ′, θ) 

Call   BS Join  (q,G,P,V,P) and merge results to ΩP;V 

End if End for 

if R ≠θ then 

Compute routes r1 ∈ R, r2 ∈P;V such that the end point 

of r1 is the start point 

of  r2,  and Length(r1  ∈   R) 

+length(r2) is minimized 

End if 

if length(r1)+length(r2) < θ then Update θ and CS 

End if End if 

End if 

 

Next illustrates the forward join algorithm (FS Join), 

which resembles backward join with two important 

differences. 

 FS Join always adds a point to the end of a 

route, rather than the beginning as in BS Join. 

 The  elliptic  pruning  used  in  BS Join  does  not 

apply to FS  Join. 

 

Instead, the only pruning condition is that the 

resulting routes must have length shorter than the 

current threshold θ. This test is sufficient given the fact 

that the sole purpose of forward join is to improve the 

bound θ, and a prefix with length reaching or 

exceeding θ cannot possibly lead to a route with 

length shorter than θ 

 

6.4 Forward Search Join (FSJ) 

Variables 

R, P:  a  set  of  routes  and  points  respectively p: each 

single point 

θ: length of a known route the satisfies the query 

RV: each partition 

rV : newly formed route 

Input: q, G: same as in algorithm BFS Output: 

forward-join results of R and P FS Join(q, G, R, P, θ) 

Initialize route set R ′ to empty 

Partition R based  on  the  set  of  categories  they cover 
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For each point p ∈ P do 

For each partition RV of R 

Covering the same category set V 

do 

End for 

End for 

Find the route r V∈ RV that minimizes the length of 

R V → p among all routes in RV 

if length(r V → p) < θ then add r V → p to R 

End if 

 

7. SIZE-L OPTIMAL ROUTE PROCESSING AND 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

Sub routes are pruned in SBS and BBS for the original 

optimal route query, since  they can only lead to 

complete routes (i.e., those covering all three 

categories) that visit a pub before a restaurant, violating 

GQ. On the other hand, they are valid suffixes for size-

2 routes that do not visit a pub at all. In general, 

pruning of suffixes based on GQ must consider that 

the resulting route may omit an arbitrary combination 

of m ≤ l categories. Enumerating all such 

combinations may consume excessive CPU time, and, 

consequently, defeat the purpose of pruning. Hence, 

our implementation of SBS and BBS only eliminate 

suffixes that directly violate GQ, e.g., those that 

contain a pub before a restaurant in our running 

example. 

The forward search methods are modified in a 

similar way to answer size-l optimal route queries. 

Specifically, both SFS and BFS now backtrack when 

the current path (cluster path in BFS) reaches length 

l; additionally, both methods only detect direct 

violations of partial order constraints and backtrack 

accordingly. Finally, the worst case complexity 

analyses of all methods are almost the same as for 

the original query, except that the length of an optimal 

suffix is now bounded by l rather than m. 

In these experiments all other parameters are 

fixed to their defaults. The results show that the 

overhead for clustering in both BBS and BFS is 

only a fraction of their total computational costs. 

This is much smaller than the performance advantage 

of BBS (resp. BFS) over SBS (resp. SFS), therefore 

clustering is generally worth. 

Performance evaluation is being conducted by 

considering how many of the locations have been 

calculated accurately with these set of algorithms. On 

applying the algorithms in the specific order, how 

precise are the path covering the set of categories is 

obtained. The accuracy and error rate is calculated by 

comparing the result that has been obtained during 

each stage in the implementation of the algorithm. 

Figure 3 describes   the   accuracy   that   has   been 

obtained. 

 
Figure:3 Accuracy 

 

From Figure 3 it can be analyzed that on 

applying simple backward search, 63% of the 

categories are obtained accurately. Next on applying 

backward join along with simple backward search, the 

accuracy is increased to 66%.On applying backward 

join, additional function is added with the simple 

backward search algorithm. This is the reason for the 

increase in accuracy. When it goes with batch 

backward search algorithm, the nearest categories are 

batched and among them the optimal nearest is found 

out. Hence the accuracy is increased to 70%.Similar 

is the case with simple forward search, forward join 

and batch forward search approaches. Simple forward 

search approach is applied with the backward search 

approaches and from this it is clear that on applying 

simple forward search along with all backward 

searches ,accuracy is 72%.When forward join is 

applied accuracy is increased to 74%.Further adding 

batching , the accuracy is 76%.Hence it can be 

concluded that the accuracy obtained on applying all 

the algorithms in order is 76%. 

 
Figure 4: Error rate 
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Figure 4 describes about the error rate and this can be 

calculated using the formula Accuracy=100- Error 

Rate. Thus if accuracy is obtained error rate can be 

calculated. 

 

8. CONCLUSION 

This paper investigates the problem of optimal route 

query processing. Existing solutions are either limited 

to a specific setting of the problem, or incur 

expensive, redundant computations. Hence, we 

propose novel and efficient solutions, based  on two 

methodologies: backward and forward search. The 

solution BFS that combines merits from both 

backward and forward search achieves  the best 

performance. In the future, we plan to study 

alternative definitions of the optimal route query, that 

have temporal constraints (e.g., have lunch at a 

specified period) or maximize the number of 

categories to be visited given a total travel length 

budget. 
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